This paper describes the neural and phrase-based machine translation systems submitted by CUNI to English-Czech News Translation Task of WMT17. We experiment with synthetic data for training and try several system combination techniques, both neural and phrase-based. Our primary submission CU-CHIMERA ends up being phrase-based backbone which incorporates neural and deep-syntactic candidate translations.
Introduction
The paper describes CUNI submissions for English-to-Czech WMT 2017 News Translation Task. We experimented with several neural machine translation (NMT) systems and we further developed our phrase-based statistical machine translation system Chimera, which was our primary system last year (Tamchyna et al., 2016) .
This year, we planned our setup in a way that would allow us to experiment with neural system combination. To this end, we reserved the provided English-Czech parallel data for the training of the system combination and trained our "individual forward systems" on almost only synthetic data.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we provide an overview of the relatively complex setup. Section 3 details how the training data for all the systems were prepared, including the description of MT systems used for backtranslation. Section 4 is devoted to our individual forward translation systems, each of which could actually serve as a submission to the translation task. We do not stop there and train system combinations in Section 5. In Section 6, we present the systems we actually submitted to WMT17 and we conclude by Section 8.
Setup Overview
Our setup this year is motivated by the ability to use all the parallel data for system combination training. The overall sequence of system training is the following:
1. Use available monolingual data and last year's systems to prepare a synthetic parallel corpus using "back translation" (Section 3).
2. Train "individual forward systems" on this synthetic corpus (Section 4).
3. Apply individual forward systems to the source side of the genuine parallel data.
4. Train a (neural) system combination on this dataset (Section 5).
5. Apply individual forward systems to the test set and apply the trained combination system to their output (Section 5).
Each of the steps is fully described in the respective section of this paper. By "backtranslated" data we mean that for Englishto-Czech translation task, we created a synthetic English-Czech parallel corpus by "backtranslating" Czech monolingual data into English. To distinguish back-translation Czech-to-English systems and the English-to-Czech systems to be submitted, we will call Czech-to-English systems "back-translation systems" and English-to-Czech systems "forward(-translation) systems".
Data Preparation
The section describes the data used for training of both Czech-to-English back-translation systems as well as English-to-Czech forward systems. 
Back-Translated Data
To create back-translated data, we used the CzEng 1.6 Czech-English parallel corpus and the Czech News Crawl articles released for WMT2017 1 (called "mononews" for short). We used two different back-translation systems: Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) trained by ourselves, and Marian 2 (known as AmuNMT before it included NMT training; Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016) using the pretrained Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017 ) models 3 from WMT16 News Task. 4 We used only the non-ensembled left-to-right run (i.e. no right-to-left rescoring as done by Sennrich et al., 2016a) with beam size of 5, 5 taking just the single-best output.
The Moses-based system used only a single phrase table translating from word form to word forms and twelve 10-gram language models built on individual years of English mononews.
We took all Czech mononews corpora available this year, concatenated and translated them using both systems described above and thus created two back-translated corpora on which we planned to train our forward systems.
The "Synthetic corpora" section of Table 1 shows the numbers of sentences and tokens of the resulting corpora. Despite having started with the same Czech monolingual corpus, the number of sentences differs slightly due to minor technical issues encountered by Moses.
In the following, the synthetic corpora created by the two MT systems will be referred to as NematusNews and MosesNews, respectively. 1 http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/ translation-task.html 2 https://github.com/marian-nmt/marian 3 http://data.statmt.org/rsennrich/ wmt16_systems 4 We decided to use Marian instead of Nematus since it was faster at the time we performed the translation. 5 We chose beam size of 5, since our primary goal was to produce a 5-best list.
Domain-Selected Genuine Parallel Data
For the training of forward translation systems, we used primarily the synthetic corpora described in Section 3.1 above but also some additional sources described in this section.
The first source to mention is CzEng 1.6. We did not use the whole corpus as we did in our WMT16 submission (Tamchyna et al., 2016) . Instead, we used the XenC toolkit (Rousseau, 2013) to extract domain-specific data from the whole corpus (referred to as "out-of-domain", in the following). We used two modes of XenC. Both of these modes estimate two language models from in-domain and out-of-domain corpora, using SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) . The first mode is a filtering process based on a simple perplexity computation utilizing only one side of the corpora so that monolingual corpora are sufficient and the second mode is based on the bilingual crossentropy difference as described by Axelrod et al. (2011) .
We took two different corpora as our in-domain data:
• News section of CzEng 1.6 -which had 197 053 parallel English-Czech sentences.
The extraction was performed both monolingually (perplexity) and bilingually (bilingual cross-entropy difference).
• Concatenated mononews corpora -which had 59 190 187 Czech sentences. The extraction was performed only monolingually.
The two different in-domain corpora were used because we wanted to estimate which of them would lead to better extracted corpus -a small parallel in-domain corpus or a larger monolingual corpus.
Based on these two representatives of indomain texts, we extracted sentences from CzEng 1.6. We took top 20% of sentence pairs extracted monolingually (see XenCMonoNews in the section "XenC extracted corpora" in Table 1 ) and top 20% of sentence pairs extracted monolingually and bilingually (see XenCNews) in the same table. For XenCNews corpus monolingual and bilingual sentence extractions were made separately and then the results were unioned, i.e. concatenated and duplicates removed.
For the development and evaluation purposes, we used WMT2015 and WMT2016 test sets, re-spectively, see the "Development corpora" section in Table 1 .
Finally, what we are combining, are the outputs of several forward translation systems: Nematus, Neural Monkey and TectoMT. During the development, we used the outputs of these systems on the test sets of WMT 2015 and 2016. For the test run, we translated the source of WMT news test set 2017.
All the corpora were tokenized using MorphoDita (Straková et al., 2014) , i.e. even for synthetic corpora and combined systems, we de-BPE'd and detokenized the MT outputs and retokenized them.
Individual Forward Systems
This section describes our English-to-Czech systems. Each of them could be submitted to WMT17 but we combine them into just one system, see Section 5 below.
Baseline Nematus
We used Marian (formerly known as AmuNMT) (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016) with pretrained English-to-Czech Nematus models 6 from WMT16 News Task as our baseline/benchmark and we also later included it in the final combined submission.
We used only the non-ensembled left-to-right run (i.e. no right-to-left rescoring as done by Sennrich et al., 2016a) with beam size of 12 (default value).
Neural Monkey
We use Neural Monkey 7 , an open-source neural machine translation and general sequence-to-sequence learning toolkit built using the TensorFlow machine learning library.
Neural Monkey is flexible in model configuration but for forward translation, we restrict our experiments to the standard encoder-decoder architecture with attention as preposed by Bahdanau et al. (2015) . (Attempts to combine MT systems with Neural Monkey are described in Section 5.2 below.) We use the following model parameters which fit into 8GB GPU memory of NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080. The encoder uses embeddings of size 600 and the hidden state of size 600.
Dropout is turned off 8 and maximum input sentence length is set to 50 tokens. The decoder uses attention mechanism and conditional GRU cells (Firat and Cho, 2016) , with the hidden state of 600. Output embedding has the size of 600, dropout is turned off as well and the maximum output length is again 50 tokens. We use batch size of 60.
To reduce vocabulary size, we use byte pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016b) which breaks the all words into subword units defined in the vocabulary. The vocabulary is initialized with all letters and larger units are added on the basis of corpus statistics. Frequent words make it to the vocabulary, less frequent words are (deterministically) broken into smaller units from the vocabulary.
We set the vocabulary size to 30,000 subword units. The vocabulary is constructed jointly for the source and target side of the corpus and it is then shared between encoder and decoder.
During the inference, we use either greedy decoding or beam search with beam size of 50. 9
Chimera 2016
The last individual forward system was based on CUNI's last year submission (Tamchyna et al., 2016) . We experimented with several setups, see the list in Table 2 .
Chimera itself is a hybrid system combination and we used the technique both here as an individual system as well as below in Section 5.3 for our final system combination.
The main components of the individual Chimera system are:
• Synthetic phrase table extracted from the main training data, ie. either or both of NematusNews and MosesNews as listed in Table 1.
• In-domain phrase table extracted from either or both of XenCNews and XenCMonoNews.
• Operation Sequence Model (Durrani et al., 2013) trained on the NematusNews corpus. Table 2 : Chimera-style combinations of various individual forward systems on WMT 2016 News.
• TectoMT phrase The common components for all the tested systems are language models, which were taken from CUNI's last year submission. For some experiments we have used up to 4 phrase tables separately as Moses alternative decoding paths, trusting MERT (Och, 2003) to estimate weights. Alternatively (or when the number of the phrase tables would be even higher), we used the standard Moses phrase table mixing technique with uniform weights. Phrase tables mixed into one before MERT are listed as "Mix(table1, table2, ...)" in the following.
MERT was done using the WMT2015 test set, and our internal evaluation was performed on WMT2016 test set, but with a different tokenization so the scores reported here are not directly comparable to the results at http://matrix. statmt.org/.
We report the results in Table 2 , listing the used phrase tables and optionally OSM. The column "Average BLEU" was calculated based on 5 separate MERT runs.
It seems that training only on (in-domain) synthetic data is a viable option, lines 3 and 4 in Table 2 perform reasonably good and mixing the two sources of the synthetic data into one phrase table (line 10) instead of using the two of them simultaneously lead to an improvement of almost 1 BLEU point. At the same time, genuine parallel (and again in-domain) training data is equally good as each of the synthetic corpus, even if much smaller, see lines 1 and 2 trained on up to 20M sentence pairs instead of 59M synthetic sentences. Selecting the genuine parallel sentences both bilingually and monolingually (XenCNews) works usually better than selecting them only monolingually (XenCMonoNews), but there is a significant difference in corpus size so the numbers are not directly comparable.
The best-performing setup used the synthetic corpus created by Nematus (NematusNews), the (surprisingly) monolingually selected genuine parallel data (XenCMonoNews) and TectoMT (line 7 in Table 2 ). We used this setup as our main phrase-based translation system and also submitted is as a contrastive system under the name CHIMERA-TECTOMT-DEPFIX. Difference between line 7 and submitted system is in the TectoMT phrase table -line 7 system had TectoMT phrase-table without WMT 2017 test set, because internal evaluation was performed prior to the release of this test set.
Forward System Combination
This sections describes our experiments with system combination. We tried two neural and one Chimera-style approach.
As described in Section 3, the genuine parallel training data from CzEng was not directly used for the training of the forward systems (except for Chimera) so we could use this data to train our neural combination systems. We again opted to use only domain-specific part of CzEng, so we trained the systems on XenCNews as listed in Table 1.
Concatenative Neural System Combination
We experiment with system combination made by simple concatenation of individual system outputs together, inspired by . To train the neural combination system, we create a synthetic parallel corpus with the following three sentences on the source side:
• Nematus English-to-Czech translation
• Neural Monkey English-to-Czech translation
• English source sentence
The sentence triples are concatenated with spaces between them, forming a single input string of tokens. The target side remains the same, i.e. a single Czech target sentence. As shown by , the attention mechanism is capable of synchronously following the source and one candidate translation, so we hoped it could follow two candidate translations as well (with the obvious complication due to much longer input sequences).
The translation system trained on such data might benefit from distinguishing the words based on the translation system they come from. We therefore add labels in form of prefixes to each the token to identify the originating the system (n-for Nematus output, m-for Neural Monkey, and s-for the English source).
We perform three experiments:
1. without labels, 2. with labels inserted before BPE splitting, which means that only the first part of individual tokens has the prefix, 3. with labels inserted after BPE splitting.
For training, we use Nematus NMT system (Sennrich et al., 2017) , using shared vocabulary of size 50,000, RNN size 1024, embedding size 500, and batch size 80. The maximum sentence length is tripled to 150, instead of standard value of 50.
The results are in Table 3 . It is obvious that the additional labels do not help. The best results were achieved without using labels and more labels worsen the final BLEU score. However, the concatenative system combination did not bring any improvement over the individual systems, it is worse than the best single system Nematus by 3 BLEU points. This was partially caused by too short training time (about one week, 420,000 iterations, batch size 80). We inspected the attention scores and confirmed that the decoder used all three sentences, however it prefers the Nematus translation and the English source sentence. It pays less attention to the Neural Monkey translation, which is understandable since the translation quality is lower.
Neural Monkey System Combination
Neural Monkey supports multiple encoders and a hierarchical attention model (Libovický et al., 2016) . Due to time constraints, we did not finish these experiments for WMT17 but the work is still in progress.
The idea is to use a separate encoder for each input sentence and to combine their outputs before passing them to the target sentence decoder. The final encoder states are simply concatenated (and optionally resized by a linear layer) and the hidden states are all passed to the decoder for attention computation without distinguishing which encoder generated them. suggest also other strategies for combining attention from multiple source encoders and we plan to further investigate them in the near future.
Since we are trying to combine outputs generated by Nematus and Neural Monkey, both trained on subword units, we decided to try a character-tocharacter architecture as introduced in Lee et al. (2016) for system combination, expecting better results due to differences in the used architectures. In the future, we also plan comparing this approach to the subword-level multi-encoder system combination.
We trained a baseline model using GeForce GTX 1080 with 8GB memory. We used a shared vocabulary of size 500 for all encoders and decoder. We used RNN size 256 and embedding Table 4 : Chimera system combination evaluation on WMT 2016 News. Submitted systems in bold, with the primary marked with *.
300 for each encoder, highway depth of 2 and set of convolutional filters scaled down to fit the smaller memory and taking multiple encoders into account. The decoder RNN size was 512 and used embedding size 500. We trained the model for 10 days and obtained the BLEU score of 14.69 on the newstest2016 EN-CS development set. This is much lower than the individual combined systems. The system performed poorly overall and we have to investigate whether the main reason for the failure is the character-to-character approach, the multi-encoder architecture, their combination, or simply some bugs in implementation. Further experiments are planned for the future to be able to draw better conclusions.
Chimera System Combination
Given the poor performance of our neural system combinations, we decided to try the same Chimera-style combination with all available systems, i.e. Nematus, Neural Monkey and Chimera 2016 described in Section 4.
We took the best phrase tables combination from Section 4.3: (1) A combination of mixed NematusNews and XenCMonoNews phrase table (called simply "Moses" in Table 4 because it is the phrase-based basis of the system), (2) phrase table generated from TectoMT output and (3) tried to add phrase tables extracted from Nematus and Neural Monkey translations of WMT2015-2017 test sets.
For Neural Monkey, we had several setups to extract phrase tables from:
• Neural Monkey -the output of the system described in Section 4.2 using greedy decoding,
• Neural Monkey 1 -decoding with beam search of 50 and taking only the first candidate translation to the phrase table,
• Neural Monkey 50 -decoding with beam search of 50 and taking all 50 candidate translations to the phrase table,
All combinations we have experimented with are shown in Table 4 . The last column "Average BLEU" was calculated the same way as it was done in Section 4.3. Also the same 5 MERT runs were used for MultEval evaluation (Clark et al., 2011) .
Basically, Table 4 confirms the well-know saying "more data helps". Using translations from different systems as additional phrase tables gave on average a 2.5 BLEU score boost, if we compare rows 1 or 2 and row 14.
We also see that using more than three phrase tables might lead to a lower BLEU score: Consider the system in the row 7 with four separate phrase tables (Avg. BLEU 23.7) and the system in the row 3 where three of the tables were first merged into one (Avg. BLEU 23.9). Moreover, Multeval comparison showed no significant difference between systems from rows 7 and 8, despite the effect of adding TectoMT positive. When TectoMT is added as the fourth table, MERT can probably no longer optimize the system to benefit from it. We selected the system combination with Neural Monkey 50 as our primary submission (Avg. BLEU 24.1), because we believed, that it would be beneficial to have more translation variants. Unfortunately, we found only later that MultEval indicates a significant difference between systems from rows 1 and 2, supporting the single-best output of Neural Monkey (Avg. BLEU 24.3).
Results and Discussion
Our submitted systems are shown in Table 5 . Depfix (Rosa et al., 2012) was applied only for the final submission. Scores in the last column are BLEUcased evaluation results taken from https:// matrix.statmt.org.
It is interesting to notice that Neural Monkey trained only on synthetic dataset preformed better than Moses trained on synthetic dataset with additional in-domain data.
One point of further investigation is to find out whether the combination of Moses and Neural Monkey is better because Moses provided some useful phrases or because it merely re-ranked Neural Monkey results of beam search output.
The next point is to experiment with mixing phrase tables techniques, examining e.g. nonuniform weights. Table 6 displays the official results of Englishto-Czech translation. We see that our CU-Chimera was second in terms of BLEU (20.5) and shared the second position with limsi-factored-norm in terms of TER (0.696) but considerably lost in manual evaluation, sharing the third rank with four other systems. For us, this confirms that BLEU overvalues short sequences that our phrase-based backbone of CU-Chimera was good at.
To summarize our results, we were able to considerably improve over our setup from the last year by adding the outputs of NMT to our strong combined system. Unfortunately, we failed in implementing neural system combination, mainly due to technical difficulties, and our final system thus suffers from the well-known limitations of PBMT.
Related Work
The idea of combining phrase-based and neural systems is not novel. Our concatenative approach follows who saw PBMT as a pre-processing step and added the output of PBMT to the input of NMT system, obtaining improvements over a good-performing NMT ensemble of more than 1 BLEU for two different test sets for English-German translation. use a weaker approach to system combination, mixing n-best lists of several variations of NMT systems (including those that already included PBMT output)
The multi-encoder approach we describe in Section 5.2 was very recently successfully applied by Zhou et al. (2017) . The main difference in the application is that we tried to use characterlevel encoders instead of standard sub-word units, which was clearly overly ambitious given our limited computing and time resources.
Conclusion
In the paper, we presented our experiments with both phrase-based and neural approaches to machine translation.
Our results document that synthetic datasets can be nearly as good as genuine in-domain parallel data.
We experimented with three different approaches to MT system combination: two neural ones and one phrase-based. Due to time and resource limitations, we were not successful with the neural approaches, although there are good reasons (and new evidence) that they were very promising.
CU-Chimera, our primary submission to the WMT17 News Translation Task ends up being a phrase-based backbone which includes neural and deep-syntactic candidate translations.
